Expanded thermodynamic model for microbial true yield prediction.
Thermodynamic methods to predict true yield and stoichiometry of bacterial reactions have been widely used in biotechnology and environmental engineering. However, yield predictions are often inaccurate for certain simple organic compounds. This work evaluates an existing method and identifies the cause of prediction errors for compounds with low degree of reductance of carbon. For these compounds, carbon, not energy or reducing equivalents, constrains growth. Existing thermodynamically-based models do not account for the potential of carbon-limited growth. The improved method described here consists of four balances: carbon balance, nitrogen balance, electron balance, and energy balance. Two efficiency terms, K1 and K2 are defined and estimated from a priori analysis. The results show that K1 and K2 are nearly the same in value so that only one coefficient, K = 0.41 is used in the modified model. Comparisons with observed yields show that use of the new model and parameters results in significantly improved yield estimation based on inclusion of the carbon balance. The average estimation error is less than 6% for the data set presented.